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About This Game

STEINS;GATE ELITE follows a rag-tag band of tech-savvy young students who discover the means of changing the past via e-
mail using a modified microwave. Their experiments in pushing the boundaries of time begin to spiral out of control as they

become entangled in a conspiracy surrounding SERN, the organization behind the Large Hadron Collider, and John Titor, who
claims to be from a dystopian future.

Key Features

Fully Animated Adventure – Indulge in all the beautiful animation from the STEINS;GATE anime, plus newly created
sequences for certain endings.

A New Way to Time Leap – Experience the world of STEINS;GATE with this remastered, ultimate version that features
newly animated sequences for certain endings.

Branching Storylines – Every choice you make has its own consequence, shifting the world line closer or farther from
reaching 1% divergence, and providing a multitude of endings.
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Title: STEINS;GATE ELITE
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
MAGES. Inc.
Publisher:
Spike Chunsoft Co., Ltd.
Franchise:
Science Adventure Series
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows: 7/8.1/10 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce (VRAM 1GB or better)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard or onboard chipset

Additional Notes: *Exact system specs TBD

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I've never played a game like this but it was definitely great. I was watching the anime and realized it was a game and switched.
Great call.. This is one of the best games I have ever played.
10\/10 without exaggerations.. A hybrid of the original Steins Gate VN and anime adaptation fused into one.
Personally I visually pefer this version since we can see the scenes and characters move instead of the usual still sprites with
occasional CGs plus I get to see Okarin's hilarious antics in motion (not shown in original VN since it's a 1st person prespective)
XD
Not to say the original didn't have it's charm, it actually has more interactive choice making compared to ELITE and the artstyle
is more unique.
Due to it's anime hybrid format ELITE cuts out some of the fluff conversations and events that aren't important while still
maintaining most of the important ones.
Highly recommend for people who aren't used to visual novels for a more visual experiance that explains more than the anime
version.. I enjoyed the original enough that I bought the elite version. I'm enjoying the game more with the animations. I can't
get enough of time travel games, if they're really well done. This is really well done. I did think reading through a million
@channel messages was a little tedious though.

Here's my review for the original:

"It may go awhile without advancing the story at certain points, but I just finished chapter 1, and no matter what else happens,
I'm happy with my purchase. Memorable characters. Also I'm a sucker for time travel stories."
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20180519 Update:

Version: 2.0.0 -> 2.0.1. Android Version Update (3.0.0.10270741):

Google Play[play.google.com]. Somthing about GPU usage:
Some people said that GPU usage is too high or even up to 50%, but some people said that the usage is low. Why is there such a
big different?

GPU usage depends on the current GPU clock frequency. When you find that GPU usage is high, you should check
current GPU clock frequency. 20181205 Update:

Version: 2.2.6 -> 2.2.7. Android Version Update (3.0.0.08021031):

Google Play[play.google.com]. 20180818 Update:

Version: 2.1.5 -> 2.1.6. Android Version Update (3.0.0.07080910):

Google Play[play.google.com]. 20190118 Update:

Version: 2.5.0 -> 2.5.1
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